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Message from the Guest Editors

The Internet has revamped the marketing world for
businesses and consumers. Courtesy of social media, i.e.,
Twitter, Facebook, and other platforms, consumers have
an opportunity to share, contribute, and access
information with simple clicks. Empowered with
information, consumers shape the market trends and invite
unprecedented competition. Consequently, for a
sustainable business, improvised marketing methods are
inevitable.

Digitally intertwined global culture has invited confusion
and complications at the psychological level, e.g.,
consumer response is agitated by national and
international brands' assertive marketing campaigns.
Technology (e.g., the internet and smart devices), a double-
edged sword, has put consumers at risk, i.e., mental fitness,
anxiety, aggression, and depression. Where technology is
making everyday life easy, it is also leading to reduced
sleep and exaggerated laziness. This scenario demands a
scholarly discussion from the perspective of consumer
wellbeing in this digital business world.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Addressing the environmental and public health
challenges requires engagement and collaboration among
clinicians and public health researchers. Discovery and
advances in this  research field play a critical role in
providing a scientific basis for decision-making toward
control and prevention of human diseases, especially the
illnesses that are induced from environmental exposure to
health hazards. IJERPH provides a forum for discussion of
discoveries and knowledge in these multidisciplinary fields.
Please consider publishing your research in this high
quality, peer-reviewed, open access journal.
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